
SARDARKAURAY KHAN PUBLIC HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL M.GARH. 

SYLLABUS FOR THE MONTH OF JULY,2020. 

Subject: English.         Class:7th 

ENGLISH:A  

Unit:2(poem),3(unit+poem),words meaning+exercises A+B(Do two times reading and 

underline difficult words) comprehension of given passages. 

ENGLISH:B  

Paragraphs:Why I love Pakistan,Recess time Grammar Tree: 

chapter:4(A,B)chp:5(A,B,C,E) Translation: present(indefinite and 

continuous)Definitions:Transitiveand intransitive verbs(Learn from the grammar 

tree) 

Vocabulary: Forms of Verbs. 

NOTES FOR THE MONTH OF JULY,2020. 

Class:7th.       Subject: English.       Teacher: Mrs. Naghma. 

ENGLISH:A         UNIT No:2.   MOON-WIND 

Words meaning(Learn from the book). 

Exercise:A(page:26) 

2:Yes, it is true for all the stanzas. 

3:Off/giraffe doesn’t quite rhyme. 

Exercise:B(Page:27) 

1:Snow.                 Button.      An ox 

Crystal.           Feather.         Lightning/a flash 

A bell.               A razor/a knife 

Night.                  A Church mouse/dirt.         An arrow 

2: a: Like a swan at sea;Like a somersaulting giraffe. 

b:Swans are not usually found at the sea.Giraffe can not somersault.But they do 

present a strange picture and thus make the meaning clearer. 
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 c: The poet has used everyday things and beings and associated strange and 

impossible qualities to them.In the same manner,the strange similies have made 

these pictures more vivid. 

Definitions 

a:Astronaut:a person trained in the flight of spacecraft. 

b:Satellite:a body in the sky that orbits a planet. 

c:Space shuttle:a spacecraft. 

d: Launching pad:  platform to launch a spacecraft or a rocket. 

e: Rocket: Vehicle designed for space travel. 

Page no:28   3:Match the column(Page:28) 

A.                                     B 

1: accelerate.                             8 

2: gravity.                                   9 

3:apogee.                                    5 

4:igniter             6 

5: decelerate.                             1 

 6: launch.                                   7 

7:propellent.                              2      

 8:drag.                                        3 

9: thrust                                       4 
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  UNIT NO:3.   THE STORY OF AN INVITATION 

Words meaning(Learn from the book). 

Exercise:A(Page:35) 

                    Answer the questions. 

a:Bertha was bright, pretty and popular;Grace was a grave and quiet girl, dressed in 

mourning.Berthahad a family while Grace was all alone in the world. 

b:Bertha celebrated the good news she had received by buying some sweets. 

c:”From what Bertha says about her”, we learn that the aunt is 'a dear,sweet,jolly' 

person. She is also kind, generous and understanding. 

d: The statement 'Mary, Lou and Lil are girls after your own heart' means that the 

girls have similar temperaments and interests as Bertha 

e: Grace was made wistful by the fact that Bertha had her aunt who loved and 

planned for her; Grace had no family to do this for her. 

f:No, Bertha did not think it good for Grace to work at Clarkman's all the summer. 

She thought Grace needed a good rest. 

g:The clues in their letters that indicate that Grace had a good time at Aunt Meg's 

are: Grace says, 'I've had a lovely time.’ and she exclaims 'oh' in her letter – here an 

expression of joy/wonder. 

Aunt Meg’s writes, she 'always wanted a daughter' and that she intends 'to adopt 

Grace'. She describes Grace as 'the sweetest girl in the world' and says that Grace has 

grown 'plump and rosy' which suggests that Grace has a good time. 

h: Bertha decided that it would be a good idea to sendGrace to her aunt’s in her 

place in the middle of the night. She comes to this decision after thinking of the idea 

earlier on but dismissing it as 'nonsense’. She was then unable to forget that she 
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could help her friend and 'wrestled' with the feelings she had – she wanted to go on 

holiday to her Aunt’s house but she knew that Grace needed it more. 

i:Yes, Bertha’s sacrifice did not have much impact on her but it permanently changed 

the lives of Aunt Meg’s and Grace for the better. 

Exercise:B(Page:36) 

Mourning:Her husband had died and she was in the mourning. 

Fittingly:The NASA report is being fittingly delivered on Earth Day. 

After your own heart:Ahmed is a boy after your own heart. 

Wistfully:The beggars were looking wistfully at the fruit shops. 

Darted: Suddenly, the Child pulled his hand free and darted across the  road. 

Solemnly: They were reciting the Holy Quran quite solemnly. 

On purpose:She did it on purpose because she wanted to prove her  worth. 

Think me ungrateful: Don’t think me ungrateful, I have great regard for  your help. 

Cordial: Outside the office,he was very cordial and amiable. 

Intend to:Idon’t intend to go to the wedding ceremony of my friend. 

2: 

Across 

1:Ended.             2:Truth.            3: Dressed 

5: Popular.         8: Climbed.      9: Suppose 

10: Vague.         11: Plans. 

Down 

1: Escape.           2: Their.           4:Shrub 

6: Plump.            7:Adops.         8: Closed. (Shrub doesn’t appear in the story) 
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                                 THE NAMING OF CATS 

Words meaning(Learn from the book). 

         Refrence to context (page no:41) 

a.All of them sensible everyday names. 

1:These names are Peter,Augustus,James,Victor,BillBailey,Electra etc. 

2:These names are used daily. 

3:A cat can also have a particular name and a singular name.The particular name is 

unique to each cat and singular name will only be known by the cats it belongs to. 

b. But above and beyond there's still one name left over. 

1:Above and beyond there is one name that no one can guess but the cat himself. 

2:The singular name is left over. 

3:By being in profound meditation a cat shows it is thinking about thisname. 

Exercise:B(Page:41).                                      

Q. What is the difference between words given in each groupl below? 

a:All the words in this group show some degree of toughness. 

b:Words in the group show some distinctions. 

c: words in this group suggest how to spend leisure. 

d: The words in this group show some kind of involvement. 

e: The words in this group express love and longing. 
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COMPREHENSION PASSAGES 

Passage:1.                              MOON WIND 

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below. 

Ted Hughes(1930–1998)was born in Mytholmroyd,Yorkshire.He went to Cambridge 

University to study English and later switched to archeology and anthropology He 

won many prizes for his poems and was appointed Poet Laureate in 1984. 

In this poem, the poet provides us with a very strange picture of the wind that he 

imagines to be present on the moon.’There is no wind on the moon at all.Yet things 

get blown about'. 

He then goes on to point out that the wind seems to be howling all over the moon’s 

surface but it is doing on in 'utter stillnees'This is very strange indeed,rather like using 

phrases such as'bright darkness', 'dark sunlight' or 'cold flames'! Can you think of any 

other 'opposites' or absurd pairs? 

In the poem,we also come across very unusual things such as'a Squall of cabbages' 

and a 'somersaulting giraffe'.Here we see how the poet has used his imagination to 

create completely new images with which to amuse and startle us. 

1. When and where was Ted Hughes born? 

2. When was he appointed as poet Laureate? 

3. What does he provide us in the poem? 

4. What phrases does he use in the poem? 

5. Which unusual things do you come across in the poem? 

6. How has the poet used his imagination? 

7. Why did he go to Cambridge University? 
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Passage:2.                The NAMING OF CATS 

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below. 

Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888–1965) was born in St.Louis, Missouri,USA.He was a poet, 

playwright and literary critic.His writing was usually very complex,and his long poems 

had many references to historical and mythological people and incidents.However,he 

also wrote many humorous poems about cats in a book called Old Possum's Book of 

PracticalCats.These poems were put to music by Andrew Lloyd Webber to create a 

musical,Cats, which became a hit in the West End of London and on Broadway in New 

York. 

1. Who is Thomas Stearns Eliot? 

2. When and where was he born? 

3. Write name of the book of humorous poems by T.S Eliot? 

4. How are his long poems? 

5. How is his writing style? 

6. Who put T.S Eliot's poems to music? 

7. When did he die? 

ENGLISH:B  1: WHY I LOVE PAKISTAN 

                      It is quite natural to love one's country. Wherever we go in the world, we 

miss the smell of our homeland. I love Pakistan because it is my country. I don't like 

to be called a Punjabi,Sindhi and Balochi. I love Pakistan because it is my motherland. 

My ancestors were born here. They lived, loved and died here. My country has given 

me food and comforts. Above all,it has given me a piece of land which I can call my 

own. It is a land of great poets, artists,leaders and warriors. Every Pakistani is ready 

to sacrifice when call comes for it. The sacrifices which were made in 1947, are 

perhaps unique in the world. It is an agricultural  country. Its land is fertile. I enjoy 

four seasons of the year inPakistan.Its fruit are sweet.It has many historical places.I 

wish for its bright future.Mayit progress by leaps and bounds! 
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2: RECESS TIME 

                         The Recess is a period of great rejoicing but It lasts for only half on 

hour. I wait for it with great impatience. I run out of my classroom as the bell rings. 

Almost every student  does the same. So there is great rush in the corridors. But I 

make my way through the crowd to the canteen. I meet several friends over there. 

We refresh ourselves with juices,burgers,biscuits,sandwiches etc. Sometime we spend 

the period in copying  homework from the note books of our friends. But when some 

teachers ban our recess, we feel very sad. 

GRAMMAR TREE. 

Chp:4     Transitive and Intransitive verbs. (Page:22,23) 

Exercise:A 

1. Smiled—N(Intransitive) 

2. Slept—N(Intransitive) 

3. Was snoring—N(Intransitive) 

4. Are singing—Y(Transitive) 

5. Are playing—Y(Transitive) 

6. Laughed—N(Intransitive) 

7. Has read—Y(Transitive), 

8. Giggled—N(Intransitive) 

9. Loves—Y(Transitive) 

10. Has composed—Y(transitive) 

Exercise:B 

1: finished.       2: locked.        3: adopted.        4: accompanied 

5: revealed.      6: snapped.    7: swallowed.    8:told 

9:sent.             10: unwrapped. 
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Chp:5         Verbs:Tenses and Time.  (Page:29—33) 

Exercise:A 

1. Past perfect 

2. Future continuous 

3. Past continuous 

4. Simple present of to be 

5. Present perfect continuous 

6. Present perfect 

7. Simple past 

8. Simple future 

9. Past perfect continuous 

10. Present continuous 

11. Future perfect 

12. Future perfect continuous 

Exercise:B 

1. Is snowing.                               6:has been working 

2. Carry.                                        7:think,we will travel 

3. Will get.                                    8:hope,will not close 

4. Kept.                                          9:reached,was leaving 

5. Will be sitting.                         10:walk,was running 

Exercise:C 

1. Feed,gets 

2. Played 

3. Was 

4. Asked, agreed 

5. Went. 
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Exercise:E 

1. Will be calling.                           6:will be studying 

2. Will have been studying.         7:will have cleaned 

3. Will be addressing.                   8:will have been dancing 

4. Will have completed.               9:will have constructed 

5. Will go.                                       10:will not be singing. 

                         [LEARN DEFINITIONS FROM THE GRAMMAR TREE] 

TRANSLATION 

PRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE 

Formation: Affirmative sentence :sub+1st form of verb+obj+verb He/she/it—s,es. 

Negativesentence:sub+donot/doesn’t +1st form of verb+obj 

Interrogative sentence  :Do/does+sub+1st form of verb+obj+? 

ہ چس وبےتلںیہ:1

 

 ش
می
ھ

 _________________________________________________________________.اےھچڑلےک

 _______________________________________________________________   .مھ حبص آھٹ ےجبانہتش رکےتںیہ:2 

 _______________________________________________________________مت رمکےںیم ویکں وھتےتکوہ؟۔ :3  

 _______________________________________________________________ہی ونٹ اہیں ںیہن اتلچےہ۔  :4

 _______________________________________________________________      ۔       وتاتلےہداکدنارمک ہی:5 

 _______________________________________________________________ وہ؟ ں ےتچیب اداھرویک مت:6 

ھا رےوماقف آب ایکالوہریک:7

م

 

ت

  _______________________________________________________ ؟ ےہںیہن ووہا

 __________________________________________________________.  ےہ۔ وہیت رش ابوززوریک رہ راہیں: 8 
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 _____________________________________________________.                         ۔ ںیہن اتلم اتلج  ےسہی ڑلاک اےنپ ابپ9  

  یک تحیصن رپ لمع رکات ےہےنپوادلنی  اوہ:10          ________________________________________________________

ھا رااھب:11

م

 

ت

 _______________________________________________________________ یئ اھکڈن اک اکروابر رکات ےہ          

 _______________________________________________________________ےھجمارثکدوھاکداتیےہ۔۔                                               وہ:12

 ________________________________________________________رکےتںیہ؟۔                            دعویل  مکح یک اےنپوادلنی ایکوہ:13

 _____________________________________________________________اتہبےہ۔ الوہرےکاپس درایےئراوی: 14

 ______________________________________________________________رکاتےہ۔ ےسزگارہ لکشم ڑبی وہ:15

 _______________________________________________________________ ڑگنلاات ےہ؟ں ویکوہ:16

 _______________________________________________________________اجاتنےہ؟۔                                                     اہمتراانم ایکوہ:17

 و ےتوہ؟۔                               ےسانراض ھجم وخاوخماہ مت:18
ہ
 ________________________________________________________ویکں

 _______________________________________________________________اتھگنےہ؟وا ں ںیم  ویکامجتع وہ:19

کا ات ےہ؟ وک دروازہ:20

 

ھٹ
ک

 

ٹ
ھ
ک

 _______________________________________________________________ن 

HINTS: 1-speak the truth 2-take breakfast 3-spit 4-does not pass 5-gives a short 

measure 6-sell on credit 7-to suit 8-rains in torrents 9-take after 10-act upon 11-deal 

in sugar 12-deceive 13-disobey 14-flows 15-lives from hand to mouth 16-limp 18-for 

nothing 19-doze. 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE 

Formation: Affirmative sentence :sub+is/am/are+ing form of verb+obj 

Negative sentence :sub+is/an/are+not+ing form of verb+obj 

Interrogative sentence :Is/Am/Are+sub+ing form of verb+obj+? 
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     _______________________________________________________________           وبدناابدنی وہریہ ےہ ۔: 1

 ___________________________________________________________     ایکںیھمت رسدی گل ریہ ےہ ؟       :2 

 __________________________________________________________دادی اامں ںیمہ اہکاینں انسریہ ےہ       :3 

 _______________________________________________________________ دنین آریہ ےہ؟۔                                                         ایکںیہمت:4

 _______________________________________________________________ریمارسرکچاراہےہ۔۔                                                         : 5

 _______________________________________________________________ونکاں لچ راہےہ۔: 6

 _______________________________________________________________ڑلےکورزش ںیہن رکےہںیہ۔۔                                                   :7

 _______________________________________________________________ریمےرسںیم دردوہراہےہ۔۔                                                   :8

                      __________________________________________________________وہ ےھجمانشیٹس رپوھچڑےنںیہن اجرےہںیہ۔:9

 _______________________________________________________________ایکوہ رسےکلب ڑھکاےہ؟۔                                                    :10

 ___________________________________________________________رڈیویجب راہےہ۔۔                                                                 :11

 ____________________________________________________________ایکمت ارگنزیی اکااحتمن دےرےہوہ؟:12

 _________________________________________________________زمدوررمکےںیم دیفسی رکرےہںیہ۔۔                                        :13

 ________________________________________________________وہ اےنپوادلیک ومت رپزارزارروراہےہ۔۔                                 :14

 ____________________________________________________ارٹکپسناصبح وکسل اکاعمہنئ ںیہن رکرےہںیہ۔۔                         : 15

                                  _________________________________________________________ ریمےرسںیم درد ںیہن وہراہےہ۔۔            :16

 ___________________________________________________________ایکوہ مظن زابین ایدرکراہےہ؟۔                                                :17

 _______________________________________________________________امیل وپدوں وکاپین دےراہےہ۔۔                     :18
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 _______________________________________________________________ایکوچربقن اگلرےہںیہ؟۔                   :19

 _______________________________________________________________ایکظیفح اانپقبس انسراہےہ؟۔  :20

HINTS 

            1-is drizzling 2-feeling cold 3-telling tales 4-feeling sleepy 5-feeling giddy 6-

working 7-taking exercise 8-headache 9-to see off  

10-headlong 11-radio is playing 12-taking a rest 13-whitewashing 14-weeping bitterly 

15-inspecting 16-feeling headache 17-learning by heart 18-watering 19-breaking into 

20-saying his lesson. 

VOCABULARY 

Learn these Forms of verbs with spellings. 

Present Past  Past participle Present participle 

      1st form      2ndform      3rd form     4th form 

Arise Arose Arisen Arising 

Awake Awoke Awoke Awakening / awoken 

Bear Bore Borne Bearing 

Beat Beat Beaten Beating 

Become Became Become Becoming 

Begin Began Begun Beginning 

Bend Bent Bent Bending 

Bite Bit Bitten Biting 

Bleed Bled Bled Bleeding 

Blow Blew Blown Blowing 

Break Broke Broken Breaking 

Bring Brought Brought Bringing 

Build Built Built Building 

Burn Burnt Burnt Burning 
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Buy Bought Bought Buying 

Catch Caught Caught Catching 

Choose Chose Chosen Choosing 

Come Came Come Coming 

Creep Crept Crept Creeping 

Deal Dealt Dealt Dealing 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR JUNE+JULY 

Subject:————   7TH Eng      Date:————     Name:————  

T.marks:25                            Q:1  Complete the following similies.                      (3) 

1. As cold as————.                     4:as black as———— 

2. As brave as————.                  5:as high as———— 

3. As old as————.                       6:as cunning as————. 

Q:2 Make the following sentences.                        (5) 

1-knowledge.       2-shine.        3-early.        4-happy.     5-dangerous. 

Q:3 Make nouns from the following words.           (3) 

1-weigh————.    2-present————.    3-see———— 

4-proud————.     5-move————.       6-die———— 

Q:4 Translate the following sentences into English.   (5) 

   ______________________________________________________________            وسریےااتھٹوہں۔ حبص ںیم -1

 ______________________________________________________________ےسایپررکاتوہں اےنپاھبیئ      ںیم 2       

 _______________________________________________________________ ںیہن رکات ےہ       ےسرفنت یسک وہ-3

 _______________________________________________________________ہ دیپل وکسل اجات ےہ ایکو-4             

 _______________________________________________________________ .دواوردواچروہےتںیہ-5

Q:5 Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.    (4) 

On a hot summer day,a fox felt very thirsty.He went about in search of water but 

couldn’t find water.At last, he reached a well.He peeped into it.Unfortunately,he 

slipped and fell into the well.A goat happened to pass by the well and looked into 
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it.What are you doing here,uncle?The cunning fox replied.”Dearniece!I am enjoying a 

swim down here.It is very pleasant,come down and enjoy yourself too”.The goat was 

also thirsty,she jumped into the well. 

Questions 

1. What happened to the fox? _________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who passed by the well just then?____________________________________  

________________________________________________________________  

3. What did the goat do?______________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________  

4. Why did goat jump into the well?_____________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q:6 Write five sentences on Covid-19.     (5) 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Sardar Kaurey Khan Public Higher Secondary School Muzaffargarh 
Class: __7th __  Syllabus Breakup (July 2020)  Subject: _Science_ 

Wee
k 

Dates 
Working 

Days 
Topics 

1 
29 – 4  

June – July 
6 

Reading and explanation of chapter# 3 “The Periodic 
Table” 

2 
6 – 11  
July 

6 Short questions (Q1 – Q12) Chapter# 3 + Long Q1, 2 Ch# 3 

3 
13 – 18  

July 
6 Long Q 3 – 5 + Exercise Chapter# 3 

4 
20 – 25  

July 
6 

Reading and explanation of Chapter# 4 “Magnets and 
Electromagnets” 

5 
27 – 1st  
August 

4 Self assessment for June and July (2020) 

UNIT NO.3    THE PERIODIC TABLE 

Short Questions 

 Answer these short questions 

Q.No.1  What are subatomic particles? 

Ans:  The particles even smaller than an atom  found in the atom are called 

subatomic particles. These particles are: 

1) Electrons  negatively charged 

2) Protons  positively charged 

3) Neutrons   having no charge (neutral) 

Q.No.2  What does the nucleus contain? 

Ans:  The nucleus of an atom contains protons and neutrons. 

Q.No.3  Suggest why scientists use chemical symbols? 

Ans:  The scientists use chemical symbols because each element has its own unique 

symbol – a shorthand chemical that is recognized all over the world. 
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Q.No.4  What is an ion? 

Ans:  Ion is a charged atom. It is of two types 

1) Negative ion (anion). It is formed by gain of electrons. 

2) Positive ion (cation). It is formed by loss of electrons. 

Q.No.5  Gold has atomic number 79 and mass number 197. What would you 

find inside an atom of gold? 

Ans:  Atomic number 79 means that gold has 79 electrons. Number of proton is 

same as the number of electrons. Inside (nucleus) of atom contains protons and neutrons. 

We can calculate number of neutrons. 

Mass number  = No. of P + No. of N 

No. of N   = Mass number – No. of P 

     = 197 – 79  

     = 118 neutrons 

Q.No.6  Oxygen has atomic number 8 and mass number 16. Draw a labeled 

diagram of oxygen atom to show its structure. 

Ans:   

         L – Shell  

         Electron 

         Nucleus 

 Oxygen atom       K – Shell 

 

         P = Proton 

         N =  Neutron 

Q.No.7 Write down the group number for carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur. 

Ans:  Carbon  = Group IV 

  Oxygen = Group VI 

  Nitrogen = Group V 

  Sulphur = Group VI 

 

P=8 
N=8 
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Q.No.8  Where in periodic table do you find the precious metals gold, silver and 

platinum? 

 Ans:   

 

 

 

Q.No.9  Write down the names of the element having these symbols. 

 Ans:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.No.10 How many electrons these elements have in their outer shell? 

Ans:   

 

 

 

 

Q.No.11 Which particle is involved in the formation of a covalent bond? 

Ans:  Electron is the particle involved in the formation of a covalent bond. 

Q.No.12 Carbon dioxide molecule has the formula CO2 

  a) What elements are in carbon dioxide? 

Ans:  Carbon and oxygen. 

 

Sr.# Name of metal Group Period 

1 Gold (Au) 11th  6th  

2 Silver (Ag) 11th  5th  

3 Platinum (Pt) 10th  6th  

Sr.# Element symbol Element name 

1 Pb Lead 

2 Sn Tin 

3 W Tungsten 

4 K Potassium 

5 P Phosphorus 

6 Hg Mercury 

Sr.# 
Name of 
element 

Atomic No. 
No. of electron in 

outer shell 

1 Nitrogen 7 5 

2 Chlorine 17 7 

3 Calcium 20 2 
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  b) How many atoms of each element are there in one molecule of CO2? 

Ans:  It has one atom of carbon and two atoms of oxygen. 

  c) Draw a diagram to show how two covalent bonds are formed by sharing 

electrons in CO2? 

Ans:   

 

 

 

Oxygen – Carbon - Oxygen 

Long Questions 

Q.No.1  Explain these terms: 

  (a) Atomic number 

Ans:  The number of protons in an atom is called its atomic number. Each element 

has a different atomic number. Elements contain neutral atoms. Since number of protons 

which are positively charged is equal to the number of electrons which are negatively 

charged particles, so atomic number also tells how many electrons are present in an atom. 

  (b) Mass number 

Ans:  Protons and neutrons have approximately same mass. Electrons have a mass 

so small that can be ignored. So the mass of an atoms depends on the sum of protons and 

neutrons. 

Mass number  = Number of protons + Number of neutrons 

    
12
𝐶
6

 

Carbon atom 

Q.No.2  All carbon atoms have atomic number 6, but some have mass number 

12, and others have mass number 14. What is: 

a)   The same  

 

Mass number 

Atomic number 
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b) Different, about the structure of these two types of carbon atoms? 

Ans:  a) Atomic number of all the carbon atoms is same. All the atoms have 6 

protons or electrons.  

  b) Different mass numbers i.e. 12, 14 are due to different number of protons in 

both the atoms. 12C6 atom has six neutrons while 14C6 atom has eight neutrons.  

Q.No.3  Describe what happened when Rutherford fired positively charged 

particles at thin gold foil. What did this prove? 

Ans:  In 1911, Rutherford fired a beam of positive particles expecting them all to 

pass straight through. He observed that: 

i. Some particles were repelled by something positive in the centre of each 

atom. 

ii. Most of the particles did not pass through the gold foil. 

He concluded that atom consisted of tiny positively charged nucleus with 

electrons whizzing about in the space around it. 

 

 

 

Q.No.4  Give one way in which the formation of magnesium oxide differs from 

formation of sodium chloride.  

Ans:  Sodium chloride is formed due to loss of one electron from sodium atom 

transferring it to chlorine atom. While formation of magnesium oxide involves transfer of 

two electrons: 

  Step 1: Formation of Sodium chloride 

(i) Sodium atom loses an electron 

(ii) Positive sodium ion forms 
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(iii) Chlorine atom gains an electron 

(iv) Negative chloride ion forms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(v) Sodium chloride is formed: 

𝑁+  +  𝐶𝑙−  𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙 

 

  Step 2: Formation of Magnesium Oxide 

(i) Magnesium atom loses two electrons 

(ii) Positive magnesium ion forms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(iii) Oxygen atom gains two electrons 

(iv) Negative oxide in forms 
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(v) Magnesium oxide is formed 

𝑀𝑔2+
 +  𝑂2−         𝑀𝑔𝑂 

Q.No.5  Explain the difference between a covalent bond and an ionic bond. 

Ans:   

Sr.# Ionic bonds Covalent bonds 

1 
Bond formed by two ions with 
opposite charge is called ionic 
bond. 

Bond formed by mutual sharing of electrons 
is called covalent bond. 

2 
Electrons are pulled by 
electrostatic attraction. 

Electrons are shared mutually. 

3 
Ionic bonds are very strong; 
energy is needed to break them. 

They are less stronger than ionic bonds and 
need less energy to break them. 

4 
Ionic compounds have high 
melting and boiling points. 

Covalent compounds have low melting and 
boiling points. 

Exercise 

Q.No.1  Multiple choice questions 

  1.  An element is made up of only one type of… 

(a) Atom 

(b) Chemical 

(c) Molecule 

(d) Compound 

2.  What is the chemical symbol for iron? 

(a) Fa 

(b) Fe 

(c) Fi 

(d) Fo 
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3.  All atoms are thought to be made up of a nucleus surrounded by a cloud 

of… 

(a) Electrons 

(b) Neutrons 

(c) Protons 

(d) All of the above 

4.  Hydrogen is the simplest atom because it contains… 

(a) No electrons or protons 

(b) No electrons and one proton 

(c) One electron and no protons 

(d) One electron and one proton 

5.  What is a negative ion? 

(a) An atom that has gained a proton 

(b) An atom that has gained an electron 

(c) An atom that has lost a proton 

(d) An atom that has lost an electron 

Q.No.2  True or False 

  1.  The Rutherford – Bohr atomic model helps us to explain the periodic table.

       False 

  2. There are over 900 elements in nature.           False 

  3. Protons carry a negative charge.            False 

  4. Mass number = number of protons + number of electrons.        True 

  5. The nucleus of every atom contains neutrons.          False 

Q.No.3  Which of the following statements are true of ELEMENTS and which 

are true of COMPOUNDS? 

  i. They contain only one kind of atoms. 

Ans:  Elements 
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  ii. They cannot be broken down into simpler substances. 

Ans:  Elements 

  iii. They can be broken down into simpler substances. 

Ans:  Compounds 

  iv. They consist of different atoms in fixed proportions. 

Ans:  Compounds 

  v. They are made up of atoms with the same number of protons. 

Ans:  Elements 

  vi. They are represented by formula. 

Ans:  Compounds 

  vii. They are represented by symbols. 

Ans:  Elements 

Q.No.4  Shown below is the symbol for carbon as it appears on the periodic 

table 

  12C6 

  Questions        Answers 

  i. What is the mass number for carbon?    12  

  ii. What is the atomic number for carbon?    6 

iii. How many protons are there in the carbon atom?  6 

iv. How many neutrons are there in this carbon atom?  6 

v. How many electrons are there in this carbon atom?  6 

Q.No.5  This question refers to the outline of the periodic table below. The 

letters on this table are not the symbols of the elements. 
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i. Which groups are the following elements in? 

Questions     Answers 

a. B      Group VIII (Noble gases) B 

b. C      Group VII (Halogens) 

 C,D 

c. E      Group I (Alkali metals) E 

d. F      Group II (Alkaline metals) F 

Questions       Answers 

ii. Which element is a noble gas?    Group VIII B 

iii. Which element is an alkali metal?   Group I E 

iv. Which element is a halogen?    Group VII C,D 

v. Which tow elements would you expect to have very similar chemical 

properties?  Group I, II (Alkali and Alkaline metals)  E, F 

vi. Which element has two elements in its outer shell? Group II E 

Q.No.6  The table shows the structure of several particles. 

Particle Electrons Protons Neutrons 

A 12 12 12 

B 12 12 14 

C 10 12 12 

D 10 8 8 

E 9 9 20 

Questions       Answers 

i. Which three particles are neutral atoms?   A, B, E 

ii. Which particle is a negative ion? What is the charge on this ion? 

         𝑫𝟐+
 

iii. Which particle is a positive ion? What is the charge on this ion? 

𝑪𝟐
+

 

iv. Use the periodic table to identify particle A.   Carbon 
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Q.No.7  A list of particles is given below 

  𝑵𝒂+           𝑶𝟐             𝑨𝒍             𝑪𝑯𝟒               𝑵               𝑪𝒍− 

Questions       Answers 

i. Form the list, select 

a. Two atoms       𝑨𝒍,𝑵 

b. Two molecules      𝑶𝟐,  𝑪𝑯𝟒  

c. Two ions       𝑵𝒂+, 𝑪𝒍− 

ii.  What do the following symbols represent? 

a. 𝑵𝒂+        Sodium ion 

b. 𝒍−         Iodide ion 

iii.  

a. Name the compound made up from 𝑵𝒂+ and 𝒍−  Sodium iodide 

b. Write a formula for this compound.    𝑵𝒂𝑰  

c. What sort of bond holds this compound together? Ionic bond 

PRACTICAL ACTIVITY 

Q.No.8  These diagrams represent the electrons in the outer shells of carbon 

and hydrogen. Use to explain how covalent bonds are formed to hold one molecule of 

methane (CH4) together. 
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Sardar Kaurey Khan Public Higher Secondary School Muzaffargarh 

Self-assessment for the month of June/July 2020 

Subject: Science      Class/Section: 7th ___ 

Name: ____________________ Total Marks: 25     Date: __________ 

Q.No.1 Multiple choice questions      10 Marks 

1.  Noble gases belong to group: 

(a) V    (b) VI   (c) VII    (d) VIII 

2.  Halogens are in group: 

(a) V    (b) VI   (c) VII    (d) VIII 

3.  CH4 is a/an: 

(a) atom   (b) element  (c) compound  (d) mixture 

4.  Hydrogen atom has electrons: 

(a) 1    (b) 2   (c) 3    (d) 4 

5.  Gas being lighter is filled in balloons: 

(a) Nitrogen   (b) Oxygen  (c) Helium   (d) Chlorine 

6.  Which one of the following is not a plant organ? 

(a) flower   (b) pollen  (c) root   (d) stem 

7.  Leaves of plant are green due to: 

(a) Stomata   (b) Chlorophyll (c) Vascular bundles (d) Gases 

8.  When ice is heated, it: 

(a) condenses  (b) melts  (c) freezes  (d) breaks into pieces 

9.  Value of absolute temperature is: 

(a) −100℃   (b) −173℃  (c) −273℃   (d) 273𝐾 

10.  The word “kinetic” means: 

(a) heat   (b) motion  (c) current   (d) solid 
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Q.No.1:  Answer these short questions        2x5=10 Marks 

Q.No.2 Define atomic number and mass number. 

Q.No.3 Write down names of elements having symbols: 

  Pb, Sn,  W, K, P, Hg 

Q.No.4 How are neon lights created?  

Q.No.3 Explain why aluminium foil helps keep food warm? 

Q.No.4 Trees have lot of xylem. What does the word “xylem” mean? 

 Long Questions        5 Marks 

Q.No.1 Describe what happened when Rutherford fired positively charged particles 

at thin foil? What did this prove? (Draw diagram too)    
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SARDAR KAUREY KHAN PUBLIC HIGHER SECONDARY 

SCHOOL M.GARH 

Class:  7th.             Month: July 2020                      Subject:  Social studies.  

 

Chapter.2  Ghaznavid  Rule         

Q.1 Who founded Ghaznavid rule in India ? 

Ans. Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi  was the first ruler in India. 

Q. 2 What qualities helped mahmud strengthen Muslim rule in India? 

Ans. Mahmud was an astute ruler who inspired loyalty and courage in his men . He 

was a great warrior and leader. He planned all his expeditions with great wisdom and 

foresight.  

 

Ju
ly

 2
0

2
0

 

 

1 29 

June-

4 July 

6  Chapter.2 Ghaznavid rule   Topic      Introduction______MahmudGhazni 

read and prepare timeline of Mahmud’s raids on the Subcontinent 

2 6-11 6  Chaper.2 Ghaznavid rule    Content review   Q.1____Q.2 learn  by heart. 

Find the meaning of these words.  Adversary, Tribute, hostilities, 

skirmishes, Booty, Astute, foresight, tasselled, scrubbing, bellowing, 

gawking, idolatory, colossal, slunk, dispelling. 

3 13-18 6  Chapter.3 The Ghoris.  Topics Introduction, Shahabuddin Mohammad 

Ghori. Reading+find the meanings of difficult words Inhabitant, 

Formidable, Humiliated, Enraged, Rumours, Military tectics, 

Assassinated, Revolt, Vernacular. 

4 20-25 6  Chapter.3 The Ghoris.  Content review Question 1____question 4 and 

M.C.Q.’s of chapter 2 and 3.    Activity:    write the qualities of your 

favourite ruler( Mahmud Ghaznavi, Mohammad Ghori) 

5 
27-1 

Aug 
4 

Self 

Assessment 

 

Chapter no. 1,2,3 
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Q.3 Why did Mahmud invade India?         

Ans. Mahmud of Ghazni started his invasions in India during the Rajput had declined.  

There were two main reasons for his conquest of India. Mahmud wanted to 

accumulate the vast amount of wealth.Secondly he wished to spread Islam.  

Chapter.3       The Ghoris   circa 

Q1.How did the Ghori  rule begin in Ghazni? 

 Ans: The Ghuzanvi ruler Bahram shah made a mistake that cost him his empire. 

He killed two brothers from Ghori clan in a conflict. Their third brother Alaudin 

Ghouri invaded Ghazni in revenge in 1151CE. It was a merciless attack- the 

inhabitants were killed, houses were looted and the entire city was set on fire. 

Ghazni burned for seven days. Bahram Shah escaped this attack and fled to Lahore. 

Q.2. Who was Prithviraj ? 

Ans. Prithviraj  was the ruler of Delhi and Ajmer when Ghori was marching towards 

Delhi after conquering several parts of Punjab.  A fierce battle between Ghori and 

Prithvi raj took place  at Tarain.    

Q.3. Who  was Qutubuddin Aibak ? What role did he play in Ghori’s success?  

Ans: Qutubuddin Aibak was the governor of Mohammad Ghori. He was incharge 

Of  the Ghorid territories in northern India. Qutubuddin Aibak was the real founder of 

Turkish rule in India. He was the key man behind Ghori’s  success in India. After the 

death of Mohammad Ghori, he consolidated his Indian conquest by adding some 

victories to his credit. 

Q.4: How was the second battle of Tarain significant for Muslim rule in India ? 

Ans: In 1192, Mohammad Ghori defeated and killed Prithviraj.   The Ghorid cavalry 

tactics baffled the Rajputs until Mohammad was able to crush the centre with his 

main force. This battle was decisive. Delhi was occupied in 1192-93 and the whole of 

north India fell into Muslim hands with in 20 years. 
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M.C.Q’S class 7th 

  1. Shahbuddin Ghori captured Multan in _____CE 

a.1024  b. 1175. c.997   d. 712 

2. In tenth century Arab had conquered ______ and_____ 

a. Afghanistan and Iran  (b )Persia and west Asia  (c) Central  Asia and Persia (d)India 

and Turkey 

3.Indian waters were unsafe until ____ had conquered Sindh. 

a. Mahmud Ghznavi    b. Mohammad Bin Qasim  c. Shahabuddin Ghori    

d. Moahammad Tughlaq 

4.Alaptagin became the governor of Ghazni in ________ 

a. 962CE    b.  976 CE   c. 1186CE    d. 1030 CE 

5. After the death of Alaptagin  his ___ took over the reign. 

a. Son   b. brother     c. son –in- law    d. nephew 

6.  Mahmud destroyed  temple of Somnath in_____________ 

a.1034CE    b. 1024Ce     c. 1124 CE        d. 1014 CE 

7 .Mahmud  made  _________ raids on the subcontinent from 1000CE to 1025 CE 

a.11      b. 17      c .18 .        d. 20 

8. Mmahmud was died in ____________ 

a.1024CE      b. 1029 CE       c. 1030 CE       d. 1033 CE 

9. The last Ghaznavi ruler was______________ 

a.Masud     b. Madud    c .Khusro Shah       d. Behram shah 

10. The    great Mathematician_______ belonged to Mahmud Ghaznavi  ‘s court. 

a. Jabir bin Hayan     b. Pythagorus  c. Abu Rehan alBeruni d.UmerKhyam 

11. The year 1175 CE saw the arrival of the _____ in India.  

a. Ghaznavid      b. Turk    c.  Saljuk       d. Ghoris 

12. Mohammad Ghori was assassinated by unknown people in ______ 

a. 1206CE      b. 1246 CE    c. 1306CE    d .1106CE 
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13. __________ was the first of thirty four Muslim kings who ruled the   Indian 

subcontinent before Babur’s invasion. 

a.Mohammad Ghori    b. Ghyasuddin Ghori  

c. QutubuddinAibak   d. Mahmud Ghaznavi 

14. Ghori invaded __________ in 1182 CE. 

a.Sindh      b. Multan         c.Lahore        d. Delhi 

15. __ is known as Jahansoz 

a.Mohammad Ghori       b .Aibak    c. AllauddinGhori     d. Khusro Malik 
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SARDAR KAUREY KHAN    PUBLIC HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL M.GARH 

CLASS: 7TH                                                            SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES 

SELF ASSESSMENT FOR THE MONTH OF JULY SESSION 2020 

NAME OF STUDENT:____________________                 Total  marks: 15 

 Tick the correct option:           /5 

1. Zaheer uddin Babur set up his empire in _______________ 

a. 1526 CE      b. 1625 CE    c 1530 CE   

2.The second wave of Islamic influence in India came from the North in 

_____century. 

a. 7th                 b. 8th                            C. 10th 

3. Alaptagin was a _____________ commander in the Persian army in 962 CE. 

a. Indian         b. Turkish       c. Arab 

4.__________ was the former slave and son-in-law of Alaptagin. 

a. Mahmud        b. Ayaz       c. Sabuktagin 

5. Mahmud controlled a large part of the subcontinent and most of Iran and 

Afghanistan in _____ 

a. 1024CE        b. 1030 CE       c.  1025CE           

Answer   these questions.             /10 

Q.1: Describe the contribution of Mahmud in art and poetry? 

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Q2.Explain the effects of Mahmud‘s conquests on the subcontinent? 

Ans:_________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Q3.Why Muslim rulers arrived in India? 

Ans:_________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Q4: Who was Anandpal?  

Ans:__________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Q5. Complete the timeline 

Period                                   Muslim ruler 

712CE                         _________________________________________ 

997CE                        ________________________________________ 

__________                  Alaptagin 

___________                  Bahram shah 

976CE                               __________________________________ 
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SARDAR KAUREY KHAN PUBLIC HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL MUZAFFARGARH 
 

Syllabus for the month of July 1st Term,2020 
 

Subject: Computer                                                         Class: 7thTeacher: Sadia Kanwal 
 

M Week Dates W.Days Topic/Content 

Ju
ly 

2
0

2
0

 

1 29jun-4july 5 
Unit # 1: Reading+Explanation of Expansion 
slots+Cutting edge technology+Short.Q:11-15 

2 6-11 5 Unit #1: Long q+MCQs 

3 13-18 5 
Unit #2: Reading+Explanation of 
software+types,Operating System,functions+Short q:1-
5 

4 20-25 5 File Manager+Image Viewer+Long q:1-3+MCQs 

5 27-1Aug 3 
Revision+1stSelf Assessment 

 

 

Unit # 1:-                                           Hardware Basics 

Short Questions: 
xi. How many expansion slots are there in computer? Write their names. 

Ans: There are three expansion slots in computers: 

1. PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) 

2. ISA (Industry Standard Architecture) 

3. AGP (Accelerated Graphics Port) 
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xii. What is cutting edge technology? Give some examples 

Ans: The techniques or achievements that employ the most current and advanced stage 

in the development of the computer technology are known as cutting edge technology. 

For example, barcode reader, finger print reader, robots, etc. 

 
 
xiii. Write down any two uses of the Fingerprint Reader. 

Ans:Fingerprint Reader is mostly used for security systems and criminal investigations. 

xiv. Write down any two uses of the Barcode Reader? 

Ans:Barcode readers are mostly used in Supermarkets, Libraries, Shops, Pharmacies, 

Departmental Stores, etc. 

xv. Define Robots. 

Ans: A Robot is a computer controlled machine that gathers information about its 

environment uses that information to follow instructions and to do work (acts). A Robot 

operates automatically with humanlike skills accurately and efficiently. 

Long Questions: 

iv. Define expansion slots. Also name the types of expansion slots. 

Expansion Slots: 

An expansion slot is a socket on the motherboard that can hold an expansion card. 

These expansion slots connect the expansion card to the main components of the 

computer. There are three types of expansion slots found in modern computers: PCI, 

AGP and ISA. They differ in how fast they transfer information between the 

microprocessor and the expansion board. 
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1. PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect): 

It is the most common expansion slot found in modern computers. It is used for sound 

cards, graphic card and network card. There are typically two to four PCI slots on the 

motherboard. 

2. ISA (Industry Standard Architecture): 

It is an expansion slot found only in Windows based computers. It operates at a much 

slower speed than PCI. 

3. AGP (Accelerated Graphics Port):  

It is a specialized expansion slot used only for a graphics or video card. AGP operates at 

a much faster speed than PCI. 

v. Discuss different uses of Robots. 

Ans: Uses of Robots:There are different types of robots as there are tasks for them to 

perform. It is mostly used in manufacturing industry, domestic purposes, medicine, 

science and research. Unit 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

11) Which of the following is the highest speed slot? 

a. ISA    b. PCI    c. APG    d. AGP 

12) The most current and advanced stage in the development of the computer 

technology are known as: 

a. Hardware Technology   c. Innovative Technology 

b. Cutting Edge Technology  d. Network Technology 

13) Which of following is also known as mechanical agent? 

a. Processor  b. ALU   c. Robots    d. Modem 

14) Every barcode has a series of numbers known as: 

a. Universal Panel Codec.   b)Uniform Resource Locator 

c. Universal Personal Coded.   d)Universal Product Code 
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15) Fingerprint reader is a device that scans a fingerprint and translates it into : 

a. Digital format    c. Graphical format 

b. Analog formatd.    d)None of these 

Unit#2:    Software Basics 

 

Short Questions: 

i. Define Software. 

Ans: Software is a set of instructions given to the computer to perform a specific task. It 

is also called computer program. 

ii. Differentiate between Application Software and System Software. 

Application Software System Software 

Application Software is a set of 

programs that enables a user to do a 

specific work on a computer. 

Software that operates the computer 

hardware to provide basic functionality 

needed by users and other software 

and to provide a platform for running 

application software is called system 

software. 

 

 

 

 

iii. What is an Operating System? 

Ans: Operating System is a system software. It is responsible for managing the 

computer’s hardware and software resources. It controls the memory needed for 
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computer processes, manages disk space, peripheral devices, and interface between 

user and computer system. e.g; DOS, Microsoft Windows, LINUX, UNIX, etc. 

iv. Differentiate between Word Processing and Spreadsheet. 

Word Processing Software: It allows users to create and manipulate documents that 

contain text and graphics. With word processing software, you can insert clip art into a 

document; change margins; find and replace text; use a spelling checker place a header 

and footer at the top and the bottom of a page; and vary font (character design), font 

size (character scale), and font style (character appearance). e.g; Microsoft Word, 

Notepad and Corel WordPerfect. 

Spreadsheet Software: It allows users to organize data in the form of rows and columns, 

are called a worksheet. The intersection of a row and column,is  called a cell. It can 

contain a text, number, formula or function that performs calculations on the data and 

displays the result. e.g; Microsoft Excel, Lotus, iWork Numbers and Corel’s Quattro. 

  

 

v. Differentiate between File Manager and Image Viewer. 

Ans: File manager is a utility program that helps a user to manage all the files on their 

computer while an image viewer is a utility program that can display stored graphical 

images.It can often handle various graphics file formats. 
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LONG QUESTIONS: 

i. What is computer Software? Discuss their types in details. 

Ans: Software is the set of instructions given to the computer to perform specific task or 

operation”. It is also called computer program. Computer hardware cannot perform any 

task without software. It always requires specific instructions to perform a task. 

There are two main types of software. 

 

 

1. System Software:- 

Software that operates the computer hardware to provide basic functionality needed by 

users and other software and to provide a platform for running application software. 

There are different types of system software; some of important ones are: 

 Operating System 

 Device Drivers 

 Utility Programs 

2. Application Software:- 

Application Software is a set of programs that enables user to do a specific work on the 

computer. Application software can be used as a productivity/business tool; to assist 

with graphics and multimedia projects; to support home, personal, and educational 

activities; to provide entertainment, and to facilitate communications. There are many 

different types of application software; some of them are: 

 Entertainment Software 

 Productivity Software 
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 Educational and Reference Software 

ii. Write down the basic operations of the Operating system. 

Ans:The basic operations performed by an operating system are given below. 

 Booting and providing a User Interface:  

Operating system manages the startup process of a computer. It loads the system files 

in the ram of computer and provides a user interface so that the user can easily work on 

the computer. 

 Managing Programs:  

Operating system helps a user to work with multiple program and applications 

simultaneously. It manages multiple applications by showing active application in 

Foreground and other program in the background. User can easily switch through these 

applications by clicking their buttons on the task bar. 

 File Management:  

Operating system allows a user to manage files and folders. The user can create, save, 

delete, copy, cute, paste and rename the files and folders easily. 

 Configuring Devise:  

When a computer starts, operating system checks all the devices and loads their drivers. 

When a new device is attached to the computer, operating system configures it and 

installs its driver so that it can work properly.  

iii. How can a user delete unnecessary files from the computer? 

Ans: Following steps are used to delete unnecessary files from a computer: 

 Click “Start Button”. 

 Click on “All Programs”. 

 All Programs windows appear, click on “Accessories” and then click on “Windows 

Explorer”. 

 Click on “Documents” a window appears. 

 Right Click on any file from this folder and click “Delete” from drop down menu to 

delete this file. 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

1) The set of instructions given to the computer to perform specific task is called: 

a. Hardware   b. Software   c. Anti-Virus   d. E-Mail 

2) Which of the following creates a link between a user and the computer : 

a. Device Driver  b. Output Devices  c. Operating System  d. Utility 

3)Which of the following is the most famous type of Operating System for personal 

computer: 

a. DOS   b. Linux   c. Unix    d. MS Windows 

4) A system software that helps Operating System to communicate with a device is 

called : 

a. Operating System b. Image Viewer  c. Device Driver   d. Utility 

5) Windows Explorer serves as a: 

a. File Viewer  b. Device Manager  c. Web Browser   d. Disk Cleaner 

6) MS Windows operating system is an example of: 

a. GUI   b. DOS   c. Mas OS   d.Command-line interface 

7) Which of the following is a utility program that helps a user manages all the files: 

a. File Viewer  b. File Manger   c. File Scanner  d. None of these 

 

8) Which of the following is a utility program that provides a facility to view and mange 

images: 

a. Text Viewer b. Image Scanner  c. Image Viewer d. File Viewer 
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Assessment for the month of June&July 

 

Subject: computer   Class: 7th ______ 

Section: ______________              Date: _______________ 

Name:_______________ 

Q1) Encircle the correct option.               /5 

1. CPU contains which of the following units:  

 a.   ALU + Memory     b.  CU + UPS    c. CU + ALU     d. RAM + ROM 

2. The most current and advanced stage in the development of the computer 

technology are known as:   

a. Hardware Technology           c. Innovative Technology 

b. Cutting Edge Technology    d. Network Technology 

3. Fingerprint reader is a device that scans a fingerprint and translates it into  

a. Digital format   b. Analog format  c. Graphical format  d. None of these 

4.Which of following is the program that allows a user to analyzed and maintain a 

computer :  

a.  Device Driver     b.  Utility      c.     Windows XP         d. File Viewer   

5.MS Windows operating system is an example of:  

a. GUI       b.   DOS       c. Mas OS   d. Command-line interface   

Q2) Give Short answers:                           /10 

1. Differentiate between Hardware and Software. 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

    ____ 

      25 
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2. Differentiate between RAM and ROM. 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Write down the any two uses of the Fingerprint Reader. 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What is an Operating System? 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Differentiate between File Manager and Image Viewer 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________  

Q3) Write the types of software.                                                                   /2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Software 
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Q4) Write the important functions performed by an operating system./4 

 

 

 

Q5) Label it:   /4 
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Sardar Kaurey Khan Public Higher Secondary 

School Muzaffargarh 
 Syllabus for the month of July 2020 

 
Subject: Urdu      Class:  Seven  
 
 

 

 

Month Week Dates Working  

Days 

Topics/Content 

July 2020 

ونط را ایپ۔5رمن قبس 6 1-6 1  

 اک وساولں یقشم ینعم، ےک اافلظ لکشم ڑپاھیئ، یک مظن

  لح

ردو اکطخ البےن ںیم ویٹھچں وک دوتس: ب ا  

رفس اک نکمم ےس اننکمم۔ 6 ربمن قبس      6 8-13 2   

 سیلس لح، اک وساولں یقشم ڑپاھیئ، یک قبس

رگاف ریپا   

ردوب انبوٹ احلبظ ااسقم یک امس: ا  

۔ےہ امں یک ااجید رضورت: اہکین  

۔رکںی ریس یک اپاتسکن آےیئ۔ 7 ربمن قبس 6 15-20 3   

 سیلس لح، اک وساولں یقشم ڑپاھیئ، یک قبس

رگاف ریپا   

ردو :ب ا اابقل العہم      ومضمن   

 24  ربمن ہحفص ومثن ذمرک

ولچ ڑبےھ۔  4 ربمن قبس 6 22-27 4    

 اک وساولں ینعم،یقشم ےک اافلظ لکشم ڑپاھیئ، یک مظن

رشتحی یک ااعشر لح،  

ردو رجامہن اعمیف رباےئ دروخاتس:ب ا   

 33,34 ربمن ہحفص: اضتمد اافلظ
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SARDAR KAUREY KHAN PUBLIC HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL

MUZAFFARGARH

7th Urdu For the Month of July 2020
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 (v)    (iv) (iii)  (ii)  (i) 
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 -6 

  (i) 1 

 

 (ii)

 
 (iii)
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 (ix)
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(vii)  (vi)   (v)  (iv)  (iii)  (ii)  (i) 
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 (vi) (v)  (iv)  (iii)  (ii)  (i) 
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 (ix)  (viii)  (vii)
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SARDAR KAUREY KHAN PUBLIC HIGHER SECONDARY 

SCHOOL MUZAFFARGARH 

Syllabus for the month of July,2020 1st Term 

Subject: Maths                          Class: 7th               TEACHER: SUMERA MUKHTAR 

 

CHAPTER NO.3   DECIMALS 

Decimals:  

 The decimal has been deduced from a Latin word “decimas” which means 

“tenth” 

EXERCISE NO.3.1 

Q.No.1                      Convert decimals into rational number. 

EXERCISE NO.3.2 

Q.No.1 Without dividing separate terminating and non-terminating decimal? 

Rule: Whether the given rational number is terminating or not:-  

 A fraction will be terminating if the denominator in standard form has 2 or 5 or 

both as factors. 

i) 13

8
 Terminating fraction  

ii) 8

3
 Non terminating fraction 

iii) 9

6
 Terminating fraction 

iv) 22

7
 Non terminating Fraction 

Q.No.2 Express rational number in terminating decimals. 

i) 
2

100
 = 0.02  

ii) 
3

25
 = 0.12 

iii) 
5

1000
 = 0.005 

iv) 
84

64
 = 1.3125 

 

 

Month Weeks Dates 
Working 

Dates 
Activity Topic/ Content 

J
u
ly

-

2
0
2
0
 

1 6-11 6 
 Unit No.4 ( integers) Ex.(4.1 , 4.2) 

2 13-18 6  Unit No.4 ( integers) Ex.(4.3 , 4.4) 

3 20-25 6  Unit No.4 ( integers) Ex.(4.5 , + Obj 
Ex) 

4 27-1st Aug 4  Monthly Test 



Q.No.3 Express rational number in non-terminal decimals up to three decimal 

places. 

i)  

Q.No.4 Round off decimals up to three decimal places. 

i) 5.41679 ≈ 5.417   ii) 0.74206 ≈ 𝟎.𝟕𝟒𝟐𝟏 

iii) 11.10365 ≈ 𝟏𝟏.𝟏𝟎𝟒   iv) 23.15147 ≈ 23.151 

Review exercise 3 (Q.1,2,3) is also included.  

Remaining questions of above Ex. Will be solved. 

CHAPTER NO.4              EXPONENTS 

Exponent:  

 The exponent of a number indicates us how many times a number (base) is 

multiplied with itself. 

For example:  73 = 7x7x7 

Here 7 is the base and “3” is the exponent/ power/index. 

EXERCISE NO.4.1 

Q.No.1 Identify the base and exponent:-  

S.N Number Base Exponent 

1 (-1) 9 -1 9 

2 (-19) 22 -19 22 

3 (ab)n ab N 

4 a-mn a -mn 

5 (-
 1

𝑥
) 6 - 1/x 6 

6 (11/13)-b 11/13 -b 

 

Q.No.2 Express in the exponential form:-  

i)  5x5x5x5 = (5)4  

ii)  (-
3

7
) x (-

3

7
) x (-

3

7
) x (-

3

7
) = (-

3

7
)4 

iii)  (xy) x (xy) x (xy) = (xy)3 

iv) (-a) x (-a) x (-a) x (-a) x (-a) x (-a) = (-a)7 

Q.No.3 Prove that: 

i)  53 = 125 

 5x5x5 = 125 

 125=125 

ii) (-3) 5 = -243 

 (-3) x (-3) x (-3) x (-3) x (-3) = -243 

   (-243) = (-243) 

   L.H.S = R.H.S 

 



iii)  (-
𝟒

𝟑
 ) 3 = - 

𝟔𝟒

𝟐𝟕
 

 (-
𝟒

𝟑
 ) x (-

𝟒

𝟑
 ) x (-

𝟒

𝟑
 ) = - 

𝟔𝟒

𝟐𝟕
 

  - 
𝟔𝟒

𝟐𝟕
 = - 

𝟔𝟒

𝟐𝟕
 

iv)  (- 
𝟐

𝟑
 ) 6 = 

𝟔𝟒

𝟕𝟐𝟗
 

(-  
𝟐

𝟑
 ) x (-  

𝟐

𝟑
 ) x (-  

𝟐

𝟑
 ) x (-  

𝟐

𝟑
 ) x (-  

𝟐

𝟑
 ) x (-  

𝟐

𝟑
 ) = 

𝟔𝟒

𝟕𝟐𝟗
 

   
𝟔𝟒

𝟕𝟐𝟗
=  

𝟔𝟒

𝟕𝟐𝟗
 

  L.H.S   =  R.H.S 

Q.No.4 Express each rational number using an exponent. 

(i)  121 = 11x11 = (11)2 

ii) -625 = -(5x5x5x5) = - (5) 4 

iii) 
𝟖

𝟑𝟒𝟑 
 = 

𝟐𝒙𝟐𝒙𝟐

𝟕𝒙𝟕𝒙𝟕
 = (

𝟐

𝟕
 ) 3 

LAWS OF EXPONENTS 

(i) Product law: (When bases are same but exponents are different) 

    am x an = a m+n 

(ii) When base are different but exponents are same. 

    an x bn = (axb)n 
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